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transformer en soleil. Mais de mystérieuses sphères émergent du cœur de
cette planète. Ceux qui vivaient là semblent bien décidés à se venger. Et
leur puissance est inimaginable. « Un space opera de divertissement idéal. »
- Starlog
Ombres et flammes-Kevin J. Anderson 2011-04-13 La guerre totale opposant
des créatures surpuissantes entre dans sa phase finale, balayant planètes et
soleils comme fétus de paille. Les robots klikiss ont longtemps prétendu être
les amis de l'humanité, pour mieux implanter un cheval de Troie. Leur plan
laisse la Ligue Hanséatique terrienne sans défense et menace toute vie
humaine dans notre Galaxie. Pour sauver son propre peuple, le Mage
Imperator des Ildirans doit signer un pacte diabolique avec les hydrogues,
qui l'obligera à éliminer le dernier carré des humains. Mais les Vagabonds
de l'espace et les gardiens des arbremondes ont découvert des alliés avec
des pouvoirs insoupçonnés...
Un essaim d'acier-Kevin J. Anderson 2011-07-13 Les hydrogues ont été
vaincus. Mais les différentes factions sortent difficilement de l’épreuve et
d’autres conflits se préparent. Le cruel président de la Hanse, Basil
Wenceslas, s’efforce d’écraser la nouvelle Confédération menée par le jeune
roi rebelle, Peter. Des robots klikiss continuent leurs ravages sur des
planètes sans défense. Et leurs créateurs, les Klikiss eux-mêmes, qu’on avait
cru éteints depuis longtemps, sont réapparus avec l’intention de
reconquérir leurs mondes. Plus menaçants encore, les faeros, des entités
élémentales aussi terrifiantes que versatiles, se sont joints à un Ildiran
dément pour déclarer la guerre à toute autre forme de vie. Alors que

L'Empire caché-Kevin J. Anderson 2010-11-24 Les Ildirans, qui règnent sur
tout le bras galactique, ont offert aux humains la technologie du moteur
interstellaire, et les ont aidés à coloniser leurs premières planètes. Deux
siècles après ce premier contact, l'empire humain, soucieux de montrer sa
force, décide d'enflammer Oncier, une planète géante gazeuse, afin de la
transformer en soleil. Grâce à la technologie d'une civilisation disparue, les
Klikiss, dont les ruines mystérieuses parsèment les planètes de la galaxie,
une nouvelle étoile va naître. Mais de mystérieuses sphères émergent du
c'ur d'Oncier, juste avant son embrasement. Ceux qui vivaient là semblent
bien décidés à se venger. Et leur puissance est inimaginable.
La Saga des Sept Soleils - L'Intégrale-Kevin J. Anderson 2014-07-21
Découvrez les Intégrales Bragelonne ! Des séries complètes en numérique
pour une durée limitée ! Cette édition exclusive numérique contient les
ouvrages suivant : - L'empire caché - La Saga des Sept Soleils, Tome 1
(2008) - Une forêt d'étoiles - La Saga des Sept Soleils, Tome 2 (2008) Tempêtes sur l'horizon - La Saga des Sept Soleils, Tome 3 (2009) - Soleils
éclatés - La Saga des Sept Soleils, Tome 4 (2010) - Ombres et Flammes - La
Saga des Sept Soleils, Tome 5 (2010) - Un essaim d'acier - La Saga des Sept
Soleils, Tome 6 (2011) - Mondes en cendres - La Saga des Sept Soleils,
Tome 7 (2011) La conquête de l’univers risque de tourner au cauchemar...
Les Ildirans, maîtres de la galaxie, transmettent aux Terriens des
techniques qui leur permettent de coloniser l’univers. Deux siècles plus
tard, l’empire humain embrase Oncier, une géante gazeuse, pour la
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l’espoir semblait renaître du côté des humains et de leurs alliés, ils risquent
maintenant d’être engouffrés dans l’embrasement général...
Livres hebdo- 2010-02
A Forest of Stars-Kevin J. Anderson 2011-04-14 It has been five years since
humanity's heady expansion among the stars came to an abrupt, and
violent, halt. The emergence of the Hydrogues, an immensely powerful alien
race dwelling within gas-giant planets, has placed the scattered colonies of
the Terran Hanseatic League in jeopardy. With space travel heavily
curtailed, and supplies of fuel dwindling, young King Peter and Chairman
Basil Wenceslas, the harsh power behind the throne, have no choice but to
impose strict rationing. But the Hydrogues are not the only enemies of
humanity. The scheming Mage-Imperator, leader of the ancient Ildiran
Empire, attempts to forge tangled alliances among all combatants in order
to protect his failing civilization. The mysterious Klikiss robots, only
remnants of an extinct race, continue to work their sinister plans while
pretending to be friends and advisors to the Hanseatic League. And
archaeologists Margaret and Louis Colicos -- whose discovery of an ancient
alien weapon accidentally triggered the Hydrogue conflict -- have vanished
on the abandoned world of Rheindic Co. Rlinda Kett and Davlin Lotze, sent
to investigate the disappearance, soon realise that the Colicos' discoveries
may lead to an incredible new way to travel between worlds... or to the
awakening of enemies even more fearsome than the Hydrogues. Something
of inestimable power must have been required to destroy the Klikiss race.
Will humanity be next?
A Forest of Stars-Kevin J. Anderson 2007-11-01 Five years after attacking
the human-colonized worlds of the Spiral Arm, the hydrogues maintain
absolute control over stardrive fuel...and their embargo is strangling human
civilization. On Earth, mankind suffers from renewed attacks by the
hydrogues and decides to use a cybernetic army to fight them. Yet the
Terran leaders don't realize that these military robots have already
exterminated their own makers - and may soon turn on humanity. Once the
rulers of an expanding empire, humans have become the galaxy's most
endangered species. But the sudden appearance of incredible new beings
will destroy all balances of power. Now for humans and the myriad alien
factions in the universe, the real war is about to begin...and genocide may
be the result.
The X-Files Archives --John Rozum 2018-05-02 Les affaires non classées du
FBI Avec The X-File Archives, faites équipe avec Mulder et Scully et percez
la-saga-des-sept-soleils-linteacutegrale

une nouvelle série de mystères ! Savamment construites par Stefan
Petrucha et dessinées par Charlie Adlard (le dessinateur de Walking Dead),
ces enquêtes se déroulant entre les saisons 1 et 9 de la série TV nous
mettent une nouvelle fois face à la menace Alien et à la conspiration... La
vérité est à l'intérieur !
Livres de France- 2009 Includes, 1982-1995: Les Livres du mois, also
published separately.
Le Rayon SF-Henri Delmas 1985
Hellhole-Brian Herbert 2011-03-15 Only the most desperate colonists dare
to make a new home on Hellhole. Reeling from a recent asteroid impact,
tortured with horrific storms, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, and
churning volcanic eruptions, the planet is a dumping ground for
undesirables, misfits, and charlatans...but also a haven for dreamers and
independent pioneers. Against all odds, an exiled general named Adolphus
has turned Hellhole into a place of real opportunity for the desperate
colonists who call the planet their home. While the colonists are hard at
work developing the planet, General Adolphus secretly builds alliances with
the leaders of the other Deep Zone worlds, forming a clandestine coalition
against the tyrannical, fossilized government responsible for their exile.
What no one knows is this: the planet Hellhole, though damaged and
volatile, hides an amazing secret. Deep beneath its surface lies the
remnants of an obliterated alien civilization and the buried memories of its
unrecorded past that, when unearthed, could tear the galaxy apart. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Witchy Eye-D. J. Butler 2017-03-07 A STUNNING BAEN BOOKS DEBUT. A
brilliant Americana flintlock fantasy novel set in a world of Appalachian
magic that works. Sarah Calhoun is the fifteen-year-old daughter of the
Elector Andrew Calhoun, one of Appalachee’s military heroes and one of the
electors who gets to decide who will next ascend as the Emperor of the New
World. None of that matters to Sarah. She has a natural talent for hexing
and one bad eye, and all she wants is to be left alone—especially by
outsiders. But Sarah’s world gets turned on its head at the Nashville
Tobacco Fair when a Yankee wizard-priest tries to kidnap her. Sarah fights
back with the aid of a mysterious monk named Thalanes, who is one of the
not-quite-human Firstborn, the Moundbuilders of the Ohio. It is Thalanes
who reveals to Sarah a secret heritage she never dreamed could be hers.
Now on a desperate quest with Thalanes to claim this heritage, she is
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hunted by the Emperor’s bodyguard of elite dragoons, as well as by darker
things—shapeshifting Mockers and undead Lazars, and behind them a
power more sinister still. If Sarah cannot claim her heritage, it may mean
the end to her, her family—and to the world where she is just beginning to
find her place. Praise for Witchy Eye and D.J. Butler: “… you can’t stop
yourself from taking another bite…and another…and another….I didn’t want
to stop reading…. Kudos!” R.A. Salvatore, New York Times Bestselling
Author “ Excellent book. I am impressed by the creativity and the depth of
the world building. Dave Butler is a great storyteller.” – Larry Correia
“WITCHY EYE is an intricate and imaginative alternate history with a cast of
characters and quirky situations that would make a Dickens novel proud.”
—Kevin J. Anderson, New York Times bestselling author of *Eternity's Mind*
"David's a pro storyteller, and you're in for a great ride."—Larry Dixon "… a
fascinating, grittily-flavored world of living legends. Hurry up and write the
next one, Dave."—Cat Rambo, author of Beasts of Tabat "This is enchanting!
I'd love to see more."—Mercedes Lackey New York Times bestselling author
“Goblin Market meets Magical Musketpunk... A great ride that also
manages to cover some serious cultural terrain.” —Charles E. Gannon,
author of the thrice-Nebula nominated Caine Riordan series "Witchy-Eye is
a brilliant blend of historical acumen and imagination, a tour-de-force that is
at once full of surprises and ultimately heart-warming. This is your chance
to discover one of the finest new stars writing today!"–David Farland, New
York Times bestselling author “A gritty, engrossing mash-up of history,
fantasy, and magic. Desperate characters careen from plot twist to plot
twist until few are left standing.”—Mario Acevedo, author of Rescue From
Planet Pleasure. "Captivating characters. Superb world-building. Awesome
magic. Butler fuses fantasy and history effortlessly, creating a fascinating
new American epic. Not to be missed!"—Christopher Husberg, author of
Duskfall **
French Science Fiction, Fantasy, Horror and Pulp Fiction-Jean-Marc
Lofficier 2000 Connoisseurs of fantasy, science fiction, and horror have long
recognized the important contributions of thousands of French authors,
filmmakers, and artists. The volume is divided into two parts. Part I gives
historical overviews, complete lists, descriptions, and summaries for works
in film, television, radio, animation, comic books, and graphic novels. This
section also includes interviews with animation director Rene Laloux and
comic book artist Moebius, as well as comments from filmmaker Luc
Besson. Biographies are provided for over 200 important contributors to
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television and graphic arts. Part II covers the major authors and literary
trends of French science fiction, fantasy, and horror from the Middle Ages
to the present day. (French-Canadians and Belgians are also examined.)
There is a biographical dictionary of over 3,000 authors, a section on major
French awards, and a complete bibliography. Many illustrations (!)
illuminate this thorough presentation.
By Heresies Distressed-David Weber 2009-07-21 In David Weber's By
Heresies Distressed, the battle for the soul of the planet Safehold has
begun. The Kingdom of Charis and the Kingdom of Chisholm have joined
together, pledged to stand against the tyranny of a corrupt Church. The
youthful Queen Sharleyan of Chisholm has wed King Cayleb of Charis,
forging a single dynasty, a single empire, dedicated to the defense of human
freedom. Crowned Empress of that empire, Sharleyan has found in Cayleb's
arms the love she never dared hope for in a "marriage of state." In Cayleb's
cause, his defiance of the ruthless Group of Four who govern mother
Church, she has found the task to which she can commit her mind and her
courage. It is a cause for which she was born. Yet there are things
Sharleyan still does not know. Secrets Cayleb has not been permitted to
share, even with her. Secrets like the true story of humanity on Safehold.
Like the intricate web of lies, deception, and fabricated "religion" which
have chained humanity for almost a thousand years. Like the existence of
the genocidal alien Gbaba, waiting to complete mankind's destruction
should humans ever attract their attention once more. Like the existence of
a young woman, Nimue Alban, nine hundred years dead, whose heart, mind,
and memories live on within the android body of the warrior-monk she
knows as Merlin. And so Empress Sharleyan faces the great challenge of
her life unaware of all that task truly entails...or of how the secrets the man
who loves her cannot share may threaten all they have achieved between
them...and her own life. Safehold Series 1. Off Armageddon Reef 2. By
Schism Rent Asunder 3. By Heresies Distressed 4. A Mighty Fortress 5. How
Firm A Foundation 6. Midst Toil and Tribulation 7. Like A Mighty Army 8.
Hell's Foundations Quiver 9. At the Sign of Triumph At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
LIVRES DU MOIS JUIL-AOUT 1999 7-8- 1999
Horizon Storms-Kevin J. Anderson 2011-04-14 The titanic war between the
elemental alien hydrogues and faeros continues to sweep across the Spiral
Arm, extinguishing suns and destroying planets. Chairman Wenceslas and
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King Peter must now unify the human race with iron-fisted policies in a final
bid to stand together -- or face total annihilation. But disparate civilizations
are forging new alliances that threaten the old order. The Roamer and
Theron clans will not yield their independence, and the new MageImperator Jora'h now faces a threat that no other Ildiran leader has ever
seen -- a civil war that could break apart the entire Empire.
Scattered Suns-Kevin J. Anderson 2011-04-14 The destructive hydrogues
continue their war against humans and the fiery entities, the faeros - a
struggle that kills planets and extinguishes whole stars. Newly crowned
Mage-Imperator Jora'h, the leader of the ancient and vast Ildiran Empire,
struggles with new knowledge he has learned: an ancient bargain and longstanding treachery that may finally bring peace with the hydrogues . . .
though it could mean the extermination of the human race. In the Terran
Hanseatic League, Chairman Basil Wenceslas continues his red-herring war
against the Roamer clans, eager to achieve a decisive victory, even against
a supposed enemy that poses no threat. Their homes destroyed, the
wandering Roamers scatter into hiding, trying to keep their culture and
government intact, even when faced with enemies from all sides. Cesca
Peroni, leader of the Roamers, finds herself stranded on a small icy outpost
where miners have uncovered a hibernating army of alien Klikiss robots.
Once released, these robots trigger another dark and ancient plot, one that
could lead to a massacre across all human-inhabited planets . . .
Orbital - Tome 7 - Implosion-Sylvain Runberg 2017-01-06T00:00:00+01:00
Les Névronomes, ces mystérieux vaisseaux vivants, semblent de nouveau
constituer une menace pour le monde. Disséminés dans toute la galaxie et
jusqu'alors calmes, ils commencent en effet un à un à s'autodétruire
violemment, créant des déflagrations d'une portée immense et décimant des
villes entières. Avant qu'ils anéantissent toute civilisation, la Confédération,
affaiblie par la guerre civile à peine terminée, n'a qu'une seule solution :
elle doit retrouver Caleb, le seul qui dispose d'un lien symbiotique avec l'un
des représentants de cette dangereuse espèce. Ce ne sera pas une
opération facile : depuis le massacre de Stockholm, les renégats ont fui dans
leur Névronome et viennent de mettre le cap sur la grouillante Tatsuam,
cité de criminels et zone de non-droit. Un nouvel épisode de cette saga
foisonnante et graphiquement époustouflante, qui nous entraine sur les
pistes des Névronomes, l'une des créations les plus fascinantes de Sylvain
Runberg et Serge Pellé.
Of Fire and Night-Kevin J. Anderson 2011-04-14 After many years of
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hardship and bravery, the human race faces its greatest challenge. The
sweeping war between titanic races -- a conflict that has obliterated planets,
extinguished entire stars, exterminated whole races -- is reaching its end
game. Allies become betrayers, strangers become fast friends, and enemies
clash in a struggle that will rock the galaxy. For years, the alien Klikiss
robots have pretended to be humanity's friends, but their seeming "help"
has allowed them to plant an insidious Trojan Horse throughout the Earth
Defence Forces, and the sudden rebellion of Earth's own companies leaves
millions dead and the Terran Hanseatic League defenceless. In a desperate
attempt to save his own race, the Ildiran Mage-Imperator Jora'h is forced
into a devil's bargain with the evil hydrogues, which will require him to
ambush and destroy what remains of the human race. But the gypsy Roamer
clans and the green priests of the towering worldforest -- scattered
stepchildren of humanity -- have found innovative ways to fight, as well as
strange allies of incomprehensible power. As the climactic battle is
engaged, the Ildiran Solar Navy, the Earth Defence Forces, the Roamers,
green priests, Klikiss robots, and hydrogue warglobes collide in a fury that
will destroy many and change the landscape of the Spiral Arm forever.
Planet of the Apes-Pierre Boulle 2011-04-13 The original novel that inspired
the films! First published more than fifty years ago, Pierre Boulle’s chilling
novel launched one of the greatest science fiction sagas in motion picture
history. In the not-too-distant future, three astronauts land on what appears
to be a planet just like Earth, with lush forests, a temperate climate, and
breathable air. But while it appears to be a paradise, nothing is what it
seems. They soon discover the terrifying truth: On this world humans are
savage beasts, and apes rule as their civilized masters. In an ironic novel of
nonstop action and breathless intrigue, one man struggles to unlock the
secret of a terrifying civilization, all the while wondering: Will he become
the savior of the human race, or the final witness to its damnation? In a
shocking climax that rivals that of the original movie, Boulle delivers the
answer in a masterpiece of adventure, satire, and suspense.
La signature d'une herbe-Benoît Auffret 2002 L'originalité et la modernité
de son œuvre poétique font d'Hélène Cadou l'un des poètes les plus
remarquables de la seconde moitié du vingtième siècle. Veuve de René Guy
Cadou dont nous fêtons cette année le cinquantenaire de la mort
(1951-2001), sa poésie s'élabore comme un acte d'amour dont le lecteur est
le témoin surpris. Ce dernier y découvre une femme qui cherche, poème
après poème, à recoudre ce que la mort a défait. Il apprend peu à peu à
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considérer chaque mot comme un " gardien du sang " grâce auquel Hélène
Cadou advient, dans un nouveau langage, à une vie " plus drue ". Le poème
devient la " seule demeure " où la femme-poète puisse dès lors se trouver,
acquérir un nom et une voix, réapprivoiser le temps et l'espace et rebâtir
l'unité apparemment défaite. Les modes poétiques d'expérimentation de la
présence amoureuse de la femme au monde concentrent ainsi en elle, à
travers cette œuvre construite en à peine plus de vingt ans, un potentiel de
régénération insoupçonné. " A force de sape ", l'ordonnance d'un univers
neuf affranchi de la mort est rendue possible par les mots. L'échange qui
s'établit entre Hélène Cadou et le langage poétique prolonge et renouvelle
ainsi sa relation amoureuse, transcendant les rapports de deux êtres, de
deux vrais poètes, en une ouverture inattendue à tous les possibles, en un
rapport nouveau de mot à mot. Le présent essai vient à point nommé donner
à tout amateur de poésie l'envie de découvrir un imaginaire riche et
cohérent, neuf de tous les mots usuels, usés, auxquels on ne prêtait plus
attention.
Ashes Of Victory-David Weber 2000-03-01 Although The People's Republic
of Haven believed Honor Harrington to be already dead and announced her
execution, she returned from the prison planet called Hell, ready to aid the
Allies' cause in the war.
The Excalibur Alternative-David Weber 2002-01-01 This novel is based on a
much shorter version published in David Drake's "Foreign Legions".
Dune-Frank Herbert 2005 Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son
of a betrayed duke given up for dead on a treacherous desert planet and
adopted by its fierce, nomadic people, who help him unravel his most
unexpected destiny.
LIVRES DU MOIS- 1997
The Icarus Hunt-Timothy Zahn 2012-05-23 From Timothy Zahn, Hugo
Award winner and New York Times bestselling author of two landmark Star
Wars® series, comes an original new tale featuring a renegade space pilot,
his unusual alien partner, and an unknown cargo that can change the
course of galactic history. Jordan McKell has a problem with authority.
Unfortunately for him, the iron-fisted authority of the powerful
Patthaaunutth controls virtually every aspect of galactic shipping. In order
to survive, Jordan ekes out a living dabbling in interstellar smuggling for
outlaw concerns that represent the last vestiges of free trade in the galaxy.
So when Jordan and his partner, Ixil--an alien with two ferret-like
"outhunters" linked to his neural system--are hired by a mysterious
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gentleman to fly a ship and its special cargo to Earth, they jump at the job.
Caution has never been one of Jordan's strong suits. But this time he may
have taken on more than even he can handle. The ship, Icarus, turns out to
be a ramshackle hulk, the ragtag crew literally picked up off the street, and
the cargo so secret, it's sealed in a special container that takes up most of
the cramped and ill-designed ship. As if that weren't bad enough, it looks
like the authorities already suspect something is afoot, there's a saboteur
aboard, and the Icarus appears to be shaking apart at the seams. It doesn't
seem as if things could get any worse. That is, until a beautiful crew
member helps McKell uncover the true nature of the cargo he's carrying.
With his enemies closing in on the lumbering Icarus, the unknown saboteur
still aboard, and authorities on Earth pressured to turn them in, McKell and
Ixil become fugitives. Their only chance is to stay one step ahead of their
pursuers as they try to make it home. A bold and epic novel filled with
unrelenting action and a good dose of humor, The Icarus Hunt is a wild
hyperspace romp through the galaxy.
Bibliographie nationale francaise- 2000
Bibliographie nationale française- 2000
Répertoire des livres de langue française disponibles- 1972 In two parts:
Auteurs and Titres.
Torch of Freedom-David Weber 2009-11-01 Someone is assassinating the
leaders of both the Star Kingdom of Manticore and the recently liberated
former slave planet of Torch. Though most believe the Republic of Haven is
behind the murders, Anton Zilwicki and Havenite secret agent Victor Cachat
believe there is another sinister player behind the scenes. Queen Berry of
Torch narrowly escaped one assassination attempt, and a security officer
from Beowulf has been assigned to protect her, a task complicated by the
young monarch's resentment of bodyguards, and the officer's growing
attachment to her. Meanwhile, powerful forces in the Solarian League are
maneuvering against each other to gain the upper hand, not realizing or,
perhaps, not caring that their power struggle is threatening the League's
very existence and could plunge the galaxy into war. Once again New York
Times best-selling authors David Weber and Eric Flint join forces in an
exciting new novel in the Honorverse. At the publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
The Howard L. and Muriel Weingrow Collection of Avant-garde Art and
Literature at Hofstra University- 1985 The Howard L. and Muriel Weingrow
Collection consists of approximately 4,000 items including original
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illustrated books, periodicals, exhibition catalogues, pamphlets, posters,
manuscripts, letters, and original prints representing most of the major
avant-garde movements of the twentieth century. It provides important
information on primary and secondary works of related movements as well
as themes of interest and concern to modern artists and writers. This
catalogue is divided into two sections. Part One deals with all material
excluding periodicals, which are covered in Part Two. Authors and/or artists
are listed alphabetically. Each item is identified in terms of its movement. A
description of its size and contents; information on special features of the
publication, such as paper, binding, and edition; and other pertinent data
concerning materials inherent in the book, periodical, catalogue, or object
are provided. The reproductions included are representative of original
materials found in the various publications included in this collection.
Soil and Culture-Edward R. Landa 2010-01-28 SOIL: beneath our feet / food
and fiber / ashes to ashes, dust to dust / dirt!Soil has been called the final
frontier of environmental research. The critical role of soil in
biogeochemical processes is tied to its properties and place—porous,
structured, and spatially variable, it serves as a conduit, buffer, and
transformer of water, solutes and gases. Yet what is complex, life-giving,
and sacred to some, is ordinary, even ugly, to others. This is the enigma that
is soil. Soil and Culture explores the perception of soil in ancient,
traditional, and modern societies. It looks at the visual arts (painting,
textiles, sculpture, architecture, film, comics and stamps), prose & poetry,
religion, philosophy, anthropology, archaeology, wine production, health &
diet, and disease & warfare. Soil and Culture explores high culture and
popular culture—from the paintings of Hieronymus Bosch to the films of
Steve McQueen. It looks at ancient societies and contemporary artists.
Contributors from a variety of disciplines delve into the mind of Carl Jung
and the bellies of soil eaters, and explore Chinese paintings, African mud
cloths, Mayan rituals, Japanese films, French comic strips, and Russian
poetry.
Bulletin de la Société préhistorique française-Société préhistorique
française 1923 List of members in each volume.
Le Monde- 1986
Bibliographie de la France- 1989
Off Armageddon Reef-David Weber 2008-01-02 Humanity pushed its way to
the stars - and encountered the Gbaba, a ruthless alien race that nearly
wiped us out. Earth and her colonies are now smoldering ruins, and the few
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survivors have fled to distant, Earth-like Safehold, to try to rebuild. But the
Gbaba can detect the emissions of an industrial civilization, so the human
rulers of Safehold have taken extraordinary measures: with mind control
and hidden high technology, they've built a religion in which every
Safeholdian believes, a religion designed to keep Safehold society medieval
forever. 800 years pass. In a hidden chamber on Safehold, an android from
the far human past awakens. This "rebirth" was set in motion centuries
before, by a faction that opposed shackling humanity with a concocted
religion. Via automated recordings, "Nimue" - or, rather, the android with
the memories of Lieutenant Commander Nimue Alban - is told her fate: she
will emerge into Safeholdian society, suitably disguised, and begin the
process of provoking the technological progress which the Church of God
Awaiting has worked for centuries to prevent. Nothing about this will be
easy. To better deal with a medieval society, "Nimue" takes a new gender
and a new name, "Merlin." His formidable powers and access to caches of
hidden high technology will need to be carefully concealed. And he'll need
to find a base of operations, a Safeholdian country that's just a little more
freewheeling, a little less orthodox, a little more open to the new. And thus
Merlin comes to Charis, a mid-sized kingdom with a talent for naval
warfare. He plans to make the acquaintance of King Haarahld and Crown
Prince Cayleb, and maybe, just maybe, kick off a new era of invention.
Which is bound to draw the attention of the Church...and, inevitably, lead to
war. It's going to be a long, long process. And David Weber's epic Off
Armageddon Reef is can't-miss sci-fi. Safehold Series 1. Off Armageddon
Reef 2. By Schism Rent Asunder 3. By Heresies Distressed 4. A Mighty
Fortress 5. How Firm A Foundation 6. Midst Toil and Tribulation 7. Like A
Mighty Army 8. Hell's Foundations Quiver 9. At the Sign of Triumph At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Puits de lumière-Paul-Loup Sulitzer 2007 John Fitzgerald Kennedy n'est pas
mort à Dallas le 22 novembre 1963, contrairement à ce qui a été annoncé.
Grièvement blessé par les coups de feu, il a été transféré sur une île du
Pacifique. Maintenu artificiellement en vie, il est veillé par les chercheurs
du Puits de Lumière, organisation secrète au pouvoir considérable. Pour
quelle obscure raison a-t-on tiré sur le plus courageux des présidents
américains ? Jusqu'à ce jour, le mystère restait entier. Révéler la vérité
aurait bouleversé l'histoire du monde. En France, au début du XXIe siècle,
un écrivain comprend ce qui s'est passé... Mais il meurt. Un livre haletant,
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dans la grande tradition de Money et du Roi Vert, les best-sellers mondiaux
de Paul-Loup Sulitzer.
Death's Head-David Gunn 2007-05-01 Set in a chillingly realistic far-future
world, and featuring a gritty antihero even more frightening than the evil
empire he serves as soldier and assassin, Death’s Head is sure to be one of
the most talked-about novels of the year. David Gunn is loaded–and he
shoots to kill. At the top of the galactic pecking order is the United Free, a
civilization of awe-inspiring technological prowess so far in advance of other
space-faring powers as to seem untouchable gods. Most of the known
universe has fallen under their inscrutable sway. The rest is squabbled over
by two empires: one ruled with an iron fist by OctoV, a tyrant who appears
to his followers as a teenage boy but is in reality something very different,
the other administered by the Uplifted, bizarre machinelike intelligences,
and their no-longer-quite-human servants, cyborgs known as the
Enlightened. Sven Tveskoeg, an ex-sergeant demoted for insubordination
and sentenced to death, is a vicious killer with a stubborn streak of loyalty.
Sven possesses a fierce if untutored intelligence and a genetic makeup that
is 98.2 percent human and 1.8 percent . . . something else. Perhaps that
“something else” explains how quickly he heals from even the worst injuries
or how he can communicate telepathically with the ferox, fearsome alien
savages whose natural fighting abilities regularly outperform the advanced
technology of their human enemies. Perhaps it is these unique abilities that
bring Sven to the attention of OctoV. Drafted into the Death’s Head, the
elite enforcers of OctoV’s imperial will, Sven is given a new lease on life.
Armed with a SIG diabolo–an intelligent gun–and an illegal symbiont called

la-saga-des-sept-soleils-linteacutegrale

a kyp, Sven is sent to a faraway planet, the latest battleground between the
Uplifted and OctoV. There he finds himself in the midst of a military
disaster, one that will take all his courage–and all his firepower–to survive.
But an even deadlier struggle is taking place, a struggle that will draw the
attention of the United Free. Sven knows he is a pawn, and pawns have a
bad habit of being sacrificed. But Sven is nobody’s sacrifice. And even a
pawn can checkmate a king. From the Hardcover edition.
Bulletin-Société préhistorique française 1922
Howling Dark-Christopher Ruocchio 2019-07-16 The second novel of the
galaxy-spanning Sun Eater series merges the best of space opera and epic
fantasy, as Hadrian Marlowe continues down a path that can only end in
fire. Hadrian Marlowe is lost. For half a century, he has searched the
farther suns for the lost planet of Vorgossos, hoping to find a way to contact
the elusive alien Cielcin. He has not succeeded, and for years has wandered
among the barbarian Normans as captain of a band of mercenaries.
Determined to make peace and bring an end to nearly four hundred years of
war, Hadrian must venture beyond the security of the Sollan Empire and
among the Extrasolarians who dwell between the stars. There, he will face
not only the aliens he has come to offer peace, but contend with creatures
that once were human, with traitors in his midst, and with a meeting that
will bring him face to face with no less than the oldest enemy of mankind. If
he succeeds, he will usher in a peace unlike any in recorded history. If he
fails...the galaxy will burn.
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